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Introduction: Cancer is a deadly disease that affects many people.

A. Mysterious disease with many different forms
B. Different treatments for cancer
C. Changes life, limiting physical abilities
D. Many touching stories of those who have lived and died
E. Always remembered and respected

I. What is Cancer?
   A. Cancer: Uncontrollable cell growth that spreads throughout the body
   B. Over 100 different types of cancer
   C. Growing tumors formed by body can interfere with body’s functions

II. Treating Cancer
   A. Chemotherapy
   B. Radiation therapy
   C. Others

III. Living through Cancer
   A. Physical toll
      1. Alopecia
   B. Mental toll

IV. Real fighters
   A. Story 1
   B. Story 2
   C. Story 3

Conclusion: Remember and respect

A. Cancer real and dangerous disease people suffer from
B. Many treatments draining
C. Many heartbreaking stories that can open our eyes to struggles
D. Seen life of cancer patient, through awareness learn to show respect